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iABSTRACT
On Randomized Sensing and Access Schemes in
Wireless Ad-Hoc Cognitive Networks. (October 2009)
Armin Banaei, M.S., Texas A&M University
Over the past decade we have witnessed a rapid growth and development in
wireless communication systems, to the point that conventional spectrum allocation
policies may not be able to fulfill them all. Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) licenses certain frequency segments to a particular user in a particular geo-
graphic area. Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) radio bands have also been
envisioned for all other unlicensed user to share, as long as they follow certain power
regulations. But with the recent boom in the wireless technologies, these open chan-
nels have become overcrowded with everything from wireless networks to wireless
controllers.
Therefore, the regulatory and standardization agencies have been working on new
spectrum regulation policies for wireless communication systems. The underlying idea
is to let unlicensed users to use the licensed band as long as they can guarantee low
interference to the licensed users. Though seemingly simple, sophisticated interference
management protocols are needed to meet the expected level of transparency accepted
by licensed users. In this thesis we adopt the dynamic spectrum access approach to
limit the interference to primary users and analyze the performance of the cognitive
MAC protocols based on randomized sensing and access schemes.
We assume that the secondary users are equipped with spectrum sensors. We
consider two main settings; In the first setting we assume that the secondary users
deploy the ALOHA protocol to resolve the contentions among each other and can
only sense and access a single frequency band at a time. We introduce a heuristic
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sensing scheme and analyze the performance of the system in two scenarios; In the
first one we conduct our analysis over the data-link layer performance of the protocol.
In the second one we analyze the physical layer performance of the system, in which
we demonstrate the trade-off between the secondary network throughput and the
interference level to primary network. Furthermore, we conjecture that the optimal
number of secondary users that can co-exist with the primary network is proportional
to the frequency diversity of the system, the average backs-off number of the secondary
users and the spatial diversity in the secondary network.
In the second setting we assume that secondary users utilize the CSMA/CA
protocol to avoid collisions among themselves and analyze the performance of the
system only in data-link layer1. We investigate how much benefit we would gain
by sensing and accessing multiples at a time channel and determine the associated
optimal sensing and access protocols. We conclude the analysis by considering the
role of detection errors in the design of the optimal cognitive MAC protocols.
1The physical layer analysis could follow the same steps as in the first setting.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Background
The demand for wireless services has been growing rapidly throughout the world in
the last decade. The extensive use of voice over IP networks, gaming consoles, PDA’s
and Wi-Fi networks has shown that wide-band wireless communication is becoming
more and more popular and demanded as the last mile connection rather than cable,
fiber and etc.
Conventionally, FCC has allocated each frequency band exclusively to a single
user within a geographical region and prohibits the transmission of of other unlicensed
users in that band. However, with the emergence of personal wireless communications,
static spectrum allocation is no longer reasonable due to economical and technolog-
ical factors. Therefore, Industrial, Scientific and medical (ISM) bands have been
provided to support unlicensed networks at 900 MHz, 2.4 GHz, and 5.8 GHz which
has become more and more crowded. Figure 1 shows the NTIA’s chart of frequency
allocation [1]. From the chart it appears that almost all usable frequency spectrum
has been allocated and we are running out of spectrum. However, measurements of
actual spectrum usage shows an abundance of idle frequency bands in the seemingly
crowded radio spectrum [2] [3]. Figure 2 shows the actual measurements taken in
downtown Berkeley, which are believed to be typical and indicates low utilization,
especially in the 3-6 MHz bands [4]. Another example could be the current televi-
sion broadcast frequency bands where on the average only 8 channels out of the 68
allocated channels are being used in any given TV market [11], which suggests an
The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
2utilization factor of about 12%. As such, a change to the current spectrum allocation
policies is desired. However, there is still a strong debate going on among economists
about the approaches to fix this problem. Some suggest that the introduction of a
secondary market in the already existing market could greatly reduce the inefficien-
cies in spectrum usage [5], while others believe that a common band for all the users
is the best solution [6]. They argue that “wireless transmissions can be regulated
by a combination of (a) baseline rules that allow users to coordinate their use, to
avoid interference-producing collisions, and to prevent, for the most part, congestion,
by conforming to equipment manufacturers specifications, and (b) industry and gov-
ernment sponsored standards” [6]. More specifically, in the first proposed approach
primary or licensed users have a higher priority and secondary or unlicensed users
have a lower priority in accessing the spectrum; Therefore the secondary user activity
should be transparent to primary users. In the second proposed approach, all the
users are treated equally and should limit their interference to their neighbors.
From the technological point of view there are still many challenges that need to
be addressed until any one of these two approaches become applicable [7], [4] and [8].
In particular, both approaches require an acute interference management in order for
the users to be able to coexist peacefully along side each other in a shared medium.
In order to limit the interference to the primary users two main approaches has been
suggested.
The first one, spectrum sharing, is based on controlling the interference temper-
ature at the primary users and makes use of ultra-wideband signaling. For example,
secondary users could spread their power over a vast bandwidth to minimize the inter-
ference they cause to the primary users [9]; Essentially in this method, the secondary
users transmit their packages while the channels are occupied by the primary users
but they schedule their transmissions such that the perceived interference at each pri-
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This chart is a graphic single-point-in-time portrayal of the Table of Frequency Allocations used by the
FCC and NTIA. As such, it does not completely reflect all aspects, i.e., footnotes and recent changes
made to the Table of Frequency Allocations. Therefore, for complete information, users should consult the
Table to determine the current status of U.S. allocations.
Fig. 1. NTIA’s chart of frequency allocation
Fig. 2. Measurement of 0-6 GHz spectrum utilization at Berkeley Wireless Research
Center; Power Spectral Density (PSD) of the received 6 GHz wide signal col-
lected for a span of 50s sampled at 20 GS/s
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Fig. 3. Spectrum Sharing
mary receiver does not exceed the tolerable threshold, as shown in Fig. 3. The second
strategy is called opportunistic/dynamic spectrum access, in which secondary users
only make use of locally or temporally unused channels to transmit their data, as
shown in Fig. 4. Primary signal detection is of fundamental importance to this strat-
egy; The performance of the sensing scheme and the detector characteristics highly
affect the system performance. In Chapters II and III these effects will be studied in
details. Since in this strategy secondary users presumably use the vacant channels
they can transmit in higher power or bit rates compared with the first strategy; But
they could only use the channel over a fraction of time or frequency.
The triumph of one strategy over the other is hard to justify due to many involved
open problems. In this thesis we take the second approach (opportunistic spectrum
accessing) and study the performance of the resulting cognitive radio system with
randomized medium access protocols.
5Fig. 4. Opportunistic Spectrum Access
B. Cognitive Radios
The term Cognitive radio was first coined by Joseph Mitola III as a radio that is
sufficiently intelligent about the radio resources and can identify the user commu-
nication needs in order to provide wireless services most appropriate to user needs
[13] [14]. Mitolas CR-1 cognitive radio prototype modeled a cognition cycle at the
application layer. His research pointed to the potential use of cognitive radio tech-
nology to enable spectrum rental applications and create secondary wireless access
markets [15]. A more common definition that restricts the radio’s cognition to more
practical sensory inputs is the FCC definition of cognitive radios as “a radio that
can change its transmitter parameters based on interaction with the environment in
which it operates” [16].
The main idea of cognition for a radios is to periodically search the spectrum
for available opportunities (idle frequency bands), dynamically adopts the proper
transmission policy (power, modulation scheme, . . . ) in order to avoid interference
6to other users. When we have multiple cognitive radios working together, we have a
cognitive radio network.
C. Motivation
As mentioned in the previous section, the main idea of cognitive networks is to allow
unlicensed users (secondary users) to access the idle portion of the frequency spectrum
without interfering (or, rather, doing so in a controlled manner) with the licensed
users (primary users). Though the basic idea seems simple, this technology still faces
many challenges (technological and regulatory). For instance, in order to explore
opportunities and also limit the interference to the primary users, cognitive radios
need to periodically scan the spectrum. One of the key challenges in this regard is
the design of wide-band detectors [4].
Considering present difficulties in processing multi-gigahertz bandwidth signals
and reliable detection of primary users presence, the protocol introduced in this work
is based on practical technology limits and assumes that each secondary user is ca-
pable of sensing and accessing only a limited number of frequency bands at a time.
Hence, secondary users can only obtain partial information about the channel state
which together with inherent hierarchy in accessing the channels, imposes substantial
complications in identifying transmission opportunities and differentiates the cogni-
tive medium access control (MAC) layer from the MAC layer in conventional radios.
One of the key issues in designing the cognitive MAC is how to decide which
channel(s) to sense and how to share the idle channels among secondary users. A
considerable amount of literature exists on cognitive MAC protocols [17] - [21]. In
[17] and [18], an optimal strategy for dynamic spectrum access is developed by in-
tegrating the design of spectrum sensors at the physical layer with that of spectrum
7sensing and access policies at the MAC layer, based on a partially observable Markov
decision processes (POMDPs) framework. Although this protocol can well utilize
the residual spectral opportunities for a single secondary user, its implementation
and analytical study of the network level performance (achievable secondary net-
work throughput) is complicated. In [19] the authors present an ad-hoc secondary
medium access control (AS-MAC) protocol, which utilizes the resources available on
the downlink time/frequency domain, for Mobile Communications (GSM) cellular
network. Through simulation, it is shown that they are able to efficiently utilize the
available resources, with a utilization factor from 75 to 132 percent, due to spatial
reuse in the latter case. The authors of [20] propose a dynamic open spectrum sharing
(DOSS) MAC protocol, which is somewhat impractical as it requires three separate
sets of transceivers to operate on the control channel, data channel, and busy-tone
channel, respectively. In [21] the authors propose certain schemes, which integrate
the spectrum sensing policy at the physical (PHY) layer with packet scheduling at
the MAC layer. They analyze the throughput and the delay-QoS performances of the
proposed schemes for the saturation network and the non-saturation network cases
under random and negotiation-based channel sensing policies. However, their sensing
strategy suffers from the fact that secondary users need to cooperate to sense the
licensed channels through a pre-set control channel. Moreover, the secondary users
pre-select the channels to access in the previous time slot, which faces the problem
that there is no guarantee the channel occupancy states remain the same during two
consecutive time slots. In addition, all the aforementioned work, except the last one,
do not address the performance of cognitive MAC protocols at the network level and
the consequences that each entity decision has on the performance of the others.
Furthermore, due to deployment difficulties, the cognitive schemes that make use
of a central authority to coordinate the action of secondary users are less appealing.
8Therefore, recently, distributed techniques for dynamic spectrum allocation, where
no central spectrum authority is required, are being widely studied. Though they are
less efficient, decentralized approaches require much less cooperation. Some of the
decentralized protocols require control channels as a common medium among locally
adjacent users to negotiate the communication parameters in order to make the best
use of the available opportunities [20] [24]. These protocols face serious challenges:
How to set up the control channel? What if the control channel is corrupted by
interference? How to negotiate a transition to a new frequency?
Due to aforestated difficulties and the desired autonomous nature of secondary
users, in this work we focus on randomized cognitive MAC protocols, which need no
(or minimal) information to be exchanged among secondary users in order for them
to take an appropriate actions. This fact rids us from the need of control channels
and the complications that they incur.
D. Outline
In this thesis we propose and study cognitive MAC protocols for wireless ad-hoc net-
works, which integrate a randomized sensing scheme to decide on which channel to
scan and Slotted ALOHA and CSMA/CA protocols to avoid collision among sec-
ondary users. Secondary users do not need any centralized controller or common
control channel to coordinate their actions. Primary users are distributed according
to a spatial Poisson process in the network cell and utilize their allocated frequency
bands according to know statistics. Secondary users are allowed to opportunistically
access the spectrum as long as they guarantee a certain probability of collision to
the primary users. In order to meet the collision constraint, secondary users scan the
frequency band(s) they intend to exploit for primary activity, and access it provided
9that it is idle.
In Chapter II we study the performance of the ALOHA-based cognitive MAC
protocol. We first introduce the system model under study and analyze the through-
put performance of the scheme with idealized system parameters. We then derive the
optimal number of secondary users that can coexist in the network under the Slotted
ALOHA MAC protocol for a special case. Second, under general system parameters
we investigate the trade-off between the probability of opportunity-detection and the
probability of collision. Utilizing the optimal detection radius we determine the total
primary and secondary throughput. Furthermore, we establish a conjecture on the
optimal number of secondary users and prove it for a special case.
In Chapter III we consider the CSMA/CA-based cognitive MAC protocol. We
first presume that secondary user are only capable of sensing and accessing one chan-
nel at a time and compare the performance of the corresponding optimal scheme with
the heuristic scheme introduced in Section II. Next, we extend the secondary users
sensing and access capability to multiple channels at a time and study how much this
extra feature can benefit the system performance. Finally we conclude the analysis by
considering the effect of detection errors on the performance of the optimal cognitive
MAC protocol. Chapter IV concludes this work.
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CHAPTER II
RANDOMIZED SENSING SCHEME BASED ON SLOTTED ALOHA
PROTOCOL
In this Chapter we analyze the performance of a randomized cognitive MAC protocol
for wireless ad-hoc networks in which secondary users can only sense and access one
channel at a time. We assume secondary users employ Slotted ALOHA protocol to
limit the interference among each other in the shared medium. According to this
protocol whenever a user has a packet to transmit, it does so with probability q.
First, we analyze the performance of the system under asymptotic values for
some network parameters. This corresponds to the analysis of the system in the Data
Link Layer. Essentially we assume perfect performance at the physical layer, i.e., no
collision occurs at the physical layer. Next, we extend the analysis to lower layers and
investigate the issues that arise from the distributed nature of the network. Specifi-
cally, we study the trade-off between the opportunity utilization and the probability
of collision. Then, utilizing the optimal detection radius (which satisfies the collision
constraint set by the primary network and achieves the maximum throughput for the
secondary network), we determine the total primary and secondary throughput.
A. The System Model
Consider a frequency spectrum consisting of N orthogonal channels with bandwidths
Wj, j ∈ N . Set N = {1, . . . , N} represents the set of channel indices. The total
bandwidth available to primary users is W = ∑j∈N Wj. Each channel is licensed to
a time-slotted primary network. The spectrum occupancy statistics of channels are
independent of each other and follow a Bernoulli distribution with probability θj of
being active for each channel j ∈ N , Fig 5.
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Fig. 5. Primary network channel utilization statistics.
Assuming a fixed Physical Layer scheme in all channels, the rate at which users
communicate is proportional to their available bandwidth, i.e.
Cj = a ·Wj (2.1)
Where the proportionality constant a depends on the PHY signaling scheme. There-
fore, from the perspective of the data-link layer, the expected secondary network
throughput equals
Cp =
N∑
j=1
θj · Cj, (2.2)
whereas the total supported throughput in the network is potentially as in 2.3.
Cmax =
N∑
j=1
Cj = a · W (2.3)
In order to utilize the spectrum more efficiently, the frequency channels are also
made available to an unlicensed (secondary) network comprised of M secondary users
who seek opportunities to access the vacant frequency bands. The spectrum occu-
pancy statistics of primary channels are assumed to be available to the secondary
network. The secondary network is time-slotted and synchronized with primary net-
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work clock 1. We further assume that the secondary users operate under heavy traffic
model, i.e. they always have packet in their queue to transmit. At the beginning of a
time slot, each secondary user decides on which channel to sense according to a sens-
ing scheme described later. Upon the perception of an opportunity 2 in that specific
channel, the secondary user transmits a packet with probability q, in order to reduce
the interference among secondary users (Slotted-ALOHA protocol 3 ). However, if
the channel is detected busy, the secondary user postpones the transmission of the
data to the next time slot. The basic time slot structure is illustrated in Figure 6.
One of the challenges in establishing connection between a secondary transmitter
and a receiver is synchronization [25], [26]. Since synchronization is out the scope
of this work, for the sake of simplicity, we assume that the secondary transmitters
and the receivers are perfectly synchronized, i.e. the secondary receiver knows in
which channel the corresponding secondary transmitter is attempting to establish a
connection at any time.
Primary users are distributed in the network cell, Ω, according to two dimen-
sional Poisson point process with density λ. Primary transmitters randomly pick a
destination among the primary users located within their transmission range of radius
1We can assume both primary and secondary networks use the same clock source.
2Opportunity will be defined in following sections.
3Alternatively, we can assume that data traffic arrives at each secondary trans-
mitter in an i.i.d fashion with probability q at the beginning of each time slot and
gets transmitted upon reception.
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Rpr . To simplify the equations we assume that the secondary receivers are located at
a fixed distance, Rsr, away from the corresponding secondary transmitter. Secondary
users are equipped with perfect detectors that can detect the primary signals without
error within radius RD. Moreover, secondary users are only cable of sensing and
accessing a single channel at a time 4. In Section II-C we will show that even perfect
detection does not guarantee collision free coexistence between primary and secondary
users. Active receivers perceive interference from (non-designated) primary and/or
secondary transmitters which are within RpI and R
s
I radii about them respectively. In
Fig. 7 we illustrate the definition of the network parameters graphically and in Table
I summarize the system parameters.
Now we define what we mean by the sensing scheme in the most general case. Let
G := {G1, · · · , Gκ} be the set of all sensing actions available to secondary users and
κ = |G| be the cardinality of the action set. Assuming secondary users are capable
of sensing S channels at a time (1 ≤ S ≤ N), Gi corresponds to a specific subset of
N of the size S, i.e. for i ∈ {1, · · · , κ}, Gi ⊆ N , |Gi| = S. For S = 1, Gi simply
represents the channel i. Based on the specifications of the detector the value of κ
can vary from N to
(
N
S
)
. We define the secondary users randomized sensing scheme
as the probability measure (G,R, P ), i.e.
Pi = P (Gi) i ∈ {1, · · · , κ}
Pi ≥ 0 i ∈ {1, · · · , κ}
κ∑
i=1
Pi = 1
(2.4)
where Pi denotes the probability that a secondary user chooses the group/channel
4We assumed a isotropic (spherical) model for signal propagation.
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Table I. System Parameters
Parameter Definition
Ω Network cell
N Number of primary frequency bands
M Number of secondary users
(.)p Parameter associated with primary users
(.)s Parameter associated with secondary users
RI Interference range
Rr Transmission range
RD Perfect detection range
λ Primary users density
θj Probability of channel j being busy
q Probability of packet transmission for secondary users
Wj Channel jth bandwidth
Cj Capacity of jth channel
Cmax Maximum achievable rate in the whole network
ρ Primary users’ utilization efficiency
Cj Normalized data rate at channel j
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i to sense. In the next section we determine the throughput performance of the
randomized sensing schemes in the data-link layer.
B. Asymptotic Scenario
In this section we consider the case in which RpI , R
s
I and RD tend to infinity and
determine the data-link layer performance of the randomized sensing scheme based on
the ALOHA protocol. The immediate consequence of RI going to infinity is that any
attempt by a particular transmitter to communicate in an already occupied channel
(it could be occupied by either a primary or a secondary user pair) results in collision
or packet loss for the active receiver. In other words, in this scenario, one and only
one primary user will access each frequency band at a time. Furthermore, assuming
RD going to infinity leads to the accurate detection of spectrum opportunities for
secondary users, i.e. each secondary user can tell if there is any active primary user
in a channel with absolutely no error.
As mentioned earlier, the performance metric of interest to us is the total sec-
ondary network throughput, i.e., the amount of data that is successfully transmitted
per unit time, given that the interference caused to the primary users does not exceed
an acceptable level.
The infinite detection radius for secondary users guarantees collision free com-
munication for the primary network. Therefore, the expected total throughput of the
primary network remains unchanged in the presence of secondary users as in (2.2).
In the following section we derive the throughput of the secondary network assuming
an arbitrary sensing scheme and present the numerical results based on a heuristic
sensing scheme.
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1. Secondary Network throughput
Assume there are M secondary user pairs competing for residual spectrum resources
in the network. At the beginning of each time slot, each secondary user decides on
which channel to sense according to the sensing scheme defined in (2.4) for S = 1
and transmit its data with probability q. First, we derive the throughput of a single
secondary user, for N > 1 and q < 1, provided that there are exactly k secondary
users active in the network. Let θj = 1− θj denote the probability that channel j is
idle, which is also a measure of the availability of channel j to secondary users.
Csingle SU|k =
N∑
j=1
θj.CjPj(1− Pj)k−1 (2.5)
Thus the expected total throughput of the secondary network is given by
Cs =
M∑
i=1
(
M
i
)
qi(1− q)M−iiCsingle SU|i
= q
N∑
j=1
θj.CjPj
N∑
i=1
i
(
M
i
)(
q(1− Pj)
)i−1(
1− q)M−i
= qM
N∑
j=1
θj.CjPj(1− Pj)(1− qPj)M−1 (2.6)
We observe that for the special cases of N = 1 and/or q = 1 Equation (2.6) does
not hold. For N = 1, we get P1 = 1. Therefore, by Equation (2.5), the throughput
of a single secondary user given that k secondary users are transmitting would be:
Csingle SU|k =
N∑
j=1
Pj(1− Pj)k−1θj.Cj
= P1(1− P1)k−1θ1.C1
(2.7)
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The only case in which CsingleSU |k admits a non-zero value is k = 1, which results in
Csingle SU|k =
∑N
j=1 θjCj, i.e. only one secondary user is active in the network. Follow-
ing the same approach as in Equation (2.6) we get the total secondary throughput to
beM(
∑N
j=1 θj ·Cj)q(1−q)M−1. Similarly, for the case of q = 1, we have that all the sec-
ondary users will transmit their packets in every time slot. Therefore, each secondary
user achieves a non-zero throughput if it is the only user to choose a specific channel to
sense. This amounts to a total secondary throughput of M
∑N
j=1 θj ·CjPj(1−Pj)M−1.
In the next section we introduce a heuristic sensing scheme and study its performance.
Note that equation (2.6) is not concave (or quasi-concave) in P , hence, we can not
obtain a globally optimal sensing scheme.
2. A Suboptimal Sensing Scheme
Since secondary users can only sense one channel at a time, they have partial knowl-
edge of the channel state. According to Section II-A, we define the sensing scheme as
a probability measure P on set G, i.e. (G,R, P ). Since in this section we assume that
secondary users are only capable of sensing a single channel each time, the set G is
simply the set of all primary channel. Each secondary user selects a channel to sense
according to probability measure P , i.e., the probability that a secondary user selects
the jth channel to sense is equal to Pj = P (Gj). By exploiting such random sensing
scheme, unlike deterministic policies, we give the secondary users a degree of free-
dom in seeking spectrum opportunities and therefore enable the secondary network
to achieve a higher expected throughput.
In this section we introduce a simple and intuitive suboptimal sensing scheme.
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We introduce the channel probability assignment as
Pj : =
θj · Cj∑N
i=1 θi · Ci
(2.8a)
=
1− θj
1− ρ · Cj, i ∈ N (2.8b)
Where ρ := Cp/Cmax represents the primary users utilization efficiency and Cj :=
Cj/Cmax is the normalized data rate at channel j.
By this probability association, regarding the channel selection, each secondary
user gives higher weight to the channels with higher expected throughput, which
means each secondary user also works in favor of his own throughput (win-win strat-
egy). In other words, it is more likely for a secondary user to choose a channel which
has higher data rate and is less utilized with respect to primary network’s utilization
efficiency factor ρ. Furthermore, secondary users can assign the channel sensing prob-
abilities arbitrarily and without any knowledge about other secondary users which
serves the distributed nature of secondary network better. Also it is clear that sec-
ondary users have no incentive to deviate from this scheme in order to gain possible
throughput boost. This assignment (or strategy) is also Pareto efficient, i.e. there
exist no other strategies that improves a particular users throughput and does not
leave the others worse off. Therefore, throughout this chapter we assign the chan-
nel sensing probabilities as (2.8). Also it can be easily proven that this probability
assignment is the Nash equilibrium when number of secondary users tend to infinity
[23].
By substituting (2.8) into (2.6), we derive the secondary network throughput as:
Cs = qMCt
N∑
j=1
P 2j (1− Pj)(1− qPj)M−1 (2.9)
where Ct =
∑N
j=1 θj ·Cj is the maximum achievable rate for secondary network. Fig.
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Fig. 8. Normalized secondary network throughput variation with respect to the num-
ber of secondary users for q = 0.4, N = 100 and three channel utilization
statistics; ρ = 0.2 (Rarely Utilized), ρ = 0.5 (Fairly Utilized), ρ = 0.8 (Highly
Utilized).
8 depicts the variation of the normalized secondary network throughput with respect
to the number of secondary users for fixed q = 0.4. As shown in Fig. 8 as exces-
sive number of secondary users try to access the spectrum the system performance
deteriorates and total throughput declines.
In order to gain an insight on the relation between optimal number of secondary
users and the system parameters, lets assume θj = θ and Cj = C for all j ∈ N . By
doing so, we get Pj = 1/N for all j ∈ N and Cs = qMCt 1N (1− 1N )(1− qN )M−1. It is
easy to prove that Cs is quasi-concave over M and M
∗ = −1/ ln(1− q/N) which for
large enough N can be approximated as M∗ ≈ N/q. This suggests that the optimal
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number of secondary users which can co-exist in the secondary network depends on
the number of the channels (or the system spectrum diversity) and how remissive
secondary users are, i.e. 1/q.
C. General Scenario: Cell Based Network
In this section we determine the system throughput, considering the spatial constella-
tion of users in the network cell. Note that the RI <∞ and RD <∞ are the implicit
assumptions in this section. RI <∞ corresponds to the inherent spatial diversity in
wireless networks. And RD <∞ corresponds to the local and distributed knowledge
of the secondary users regarding the legacy network.
As mentioned in Section II-A, at the beginning of each time slot, a data commu-
nication by primary users is taken place in channel j with probability θj. Therefore
according to coloring and displacement theorems for Poisson point processes, [27]
and [28], the primary transmitters and receivers active in channel j both form a two
dimensional Poisson point process with rate λθj. Note that due to limited interfer-
ence radius for both primary and secondary transmitters, there can be more than
one active primary or secondary user in network cell Ω in each spectrum channel. In
addition, there are M secondary users uniformly distributed in the network cell.
At the beginning of each time slot secondary users with data to transmit choose
a channel to sense according to the randomized sensing scheme defined by (2.8). The
channel is perceived as an opportunity if no primary receiver is detected within the
interference radius of the secondary transmitter, RsI , with high enough probability.
Although secondary users can detect perfectly within radius RD, the detection of
primary receiver is not error free. This error is caused by the distributed nature of
the network. Therefore, by assuming perfect detection for secondary users we focus
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Table II. Definition of the Successful transmission and the Spectrum Opportunity
Terminology Definition
Successful transmission No tpx or t
s
x present within R
p
I and R
s
I
range of an active receiver
Spectrum Opportunity No primary receiver detected within interference
radius of a SU with high probability
our study only on the issues that distributed nature of the ad-hoc networks imposes
on the performance of the system. As it is shown in Section II-C-1 the probability of
error in detecting the primary receivers depends on the detection radius. Therefore,
the detection radius of the secondary users must be chosen wisely in order to enable
them to communicate without violating the interference constraint imposed by the
primary network.
A packet transmission is considered successful if there is no primary or secondary
transmitters present within radii RpI and R
s
I of the secondary receiver, respectively.
Here we assume that no acknowledgment is required to complete a packet trans-
mission, i.e. secondary transmitters do not retransmit the data which is lost in the
channel (for instants, on-line video or audio streaming and gaming). In Section II-C-2
we derive the expression for the probability of successful transmission.
Fig. 9 illustrates three scenarios of successful and interfering data communi-
cation. In Fig. 9(a), primary and secondary user pairs communicate in different
spectrum channels and since we assumed spectrum channels are orthogonal to each
other both pairs communicate successfully. However in Fig. 9(b), the secondary
transmitter miss detects the opportunity and interferes with the signal reception of
the primary receiver and causes a packet loss. On the other hand, since there is no
active primary or secondary transmitters in vicinity of the secondary receiver, the
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Fig. 9. An illustration of a successful and interfering transmissions (a) both primary
and secondary users pair successfully communicate (b) secondary user pair
successfully communicates but interferes with primary communication (c) pri-
mary user pair successfully communicates but interfere with secondary user’s
communication.
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secondary receiver successfully receives its data. In Fig. 9(c), primary user pair can
communicate without interference. The secondary transmitter detects a spectrum
opportunity and starts transmission, however, data communication of primary users
interferes with the reception of the secondary receiver.
1. Primary Network Throughput and Probability of Collision
As mentioned in Section II-C in order to abide by the collision constraint of primary
network, secondary transmitters must transmit if and only if there is no primary
receiver active within radius RsI of them. Since detecting primary receiver directly is
impossible without receiver’s cooperation, secondary transmitters need to base their
decision on the existence of primary signal within their detection region, i.e. whether
there is primary transmitter within radius RD. In other words, in practice, a channel
is perceived as an opportunity if there is no primary transmitters detected within
RD radius of a secondary transmitter. Nonetheless, there is a trade off between the
probability of collision and the probability of overlooking a spectrum opportunity.
By choosing RD = R
s
I + R
p
r we can make the probability of collision equal to
zero in expense of increasing the probability of overlooking a spectrum opportunity
and degrading secondary network throughput. As shown in Fig. 10 with the given
detection radius RD, the secondary transmitter can successfully avoid collision to the
primary receiver by detecting Primary Transmitter 3, but it can not detect Primary
Receiver 2 since it’s corresponding transmitter falls outside of detection range which
results in collision. However, by detecting Primary Transmitter 1, the secondary
transmitter refrains from transmission although the corresponding primary receiver
falls outside the interference region of the secondary transmitter. Moreover, due
to spatial distribution of primary and secondary users in the network this effect is
aggregated by the number of active secondary user pairs in the same channel.
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Fig. 10. An illustration of the opportunity detection by secondary users
Therefore, secondary transmitters need to select RD large enough such that it
guarantees the primary network collision constraint as well as refraining secondary
network from overlooking too many opportunities.
Let Ex(y, r) be the event in which there exists at least one user of type y within
radius r of user x. Also let CR(r, ϕ) denote a circle centered at polar coordinates [r, ϕ]
with radius R and |T | denote the area of region T . Based on the earlier discussion,
collision is the event in which there exists a primary receiver within the interference
range of a secondary user while the secondary user can not detect a primary trans-
mitter within its detection range. Consequently, we can compute the probability of
collision in channel j as follows:
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Table III. Events Definition
Event Definition
Ex(y, r) Existence of at least a user y within r range of user x
CR(r, ϕ) Circle centered at polar coordinates [r, ϕ] with radius R
|T | Lebesgue measure of set T
Pc|j =
M∑
l=1
l∑
k=1
[
Pr({l SU being active})
· Pr({k out of l active SU choose channel j to transmit})
· k · Pr(Etsx(tpx, RD) | Etsx(rpx, RsI))]
=
M∑
l=1
(
M
l
)
ql(1− q)M−l
l∑
k=1
(
l
k
)
P kj (1− Pj)l−kkPcc|j
= Pcc|j
M∑
l=1
(
M
l
)
ql(1− q)M−llPj
(2.10)
which yields to:
Pc|j = MqPjPcc|j (2.11)
where Pcc|j is the probability that the secondary transmitter wrongly perceives channel
j as an opportunity (i.e. there is no active primary transmitters in channel j within
RD radius of the secondary transmitter) while there is at least one active primary
receiver within its RsI radius. After some mathematical manipulation, we derive the
Pcc|j as (2.12c).
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Pcc|j = Pr
(
Etsx(t
p
x, RD) | Etsx(rpx, RsI)
)
(2.12a)
=
Pr
(
Etsx(t
p
x, RD) ∩ Etsx(rpx, RsI)
)
Etsx(r
p
x, RsI)
=
Pr
(
Etsx(t
p
x, RD)
)
1− Pr(Etsx(rpx, RsI))
[
1− Pr(Etsx(rpx, RsI) | Etsx(tpx, RD))]
=
Pr
(
Etsx(t
p
x, RD)
)
1− Pr(Etsx(rpx, RsI))
[
1−
∞∑
k=0
(
Pr
(
Etsx(r
p
x, RsI) | Ektsx(tpx, RsI +Rpr), Etsx(t
p
x, RD)
)·
Pr
(
Ektsx(t
p
x, R
s
I +Rr) | Etsx(tpx, RD)
))]
(2.12b)
=
exp(−λθjpiR2D)
1− exp(−λθjpiRs2I )
[
1−
∞∑
k=0
Sk
(λθjpiS˜)
k
k!
exp(−λθjpiS˜)
]
=
exp(−λθjpiR2D)
1− exp(−λθjpiRs2I )
[
1− exp(−λθjpiS˜(1− S))] (2.12c)
where
S˜ = (RsI +R
p
r)
2 −R2D (2.13a)
S =
2
S˜
∫ RsI+Rpr
r=RD
∣∣CRpr (r, 0)− CRsI (0, 0)∣∣
pi(Rpr)2
rdr (2.13b)
and
∣∣CRsI (0, 0)− CRpr (r, 0)∣∣ is the area inside a circle with radius RsI and outside an-
other circle distance r apart with radius Rpr . In Equation (2.12b) we make use of the
fact that if there is an active primary receiver in RsI radius of the secondary transmit-
ter, its associated (primary) transmitter should be somewhere within RsI+R
p
r radius of
the secondary transmitter. Also note that each secondary transmitter causes collision
to primary receivers independent of one another.
In order to meet the primary network’s average collision constraint (i.e. proba-
bility of collision in all channel not exceeding ξ) we need to satisfy:
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Fig. 11. Variation of the detection radius with respect to number of secondary users
and number of primary frequency channel. The system parameters are set as:
Rs,pI = R
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1
N
N∑
j=1
Pc|j ≤ ξ (2.14a)
or
N∑
j=1
PjPcc|j ≤ N
Mq
ξ (2.14b)
Which yields to the selection of optimal detection radius. Fig. 11 demonstrate the
variation of the optimal detection radius with respect to the number of secondary
users and the number of primary frequency channel. As it can be concluded from the
Equation (2.14), the bigger N and/or smaller M results in smaller RD. We can think
of the ratio N/M as a measure of congestion in the network. A bigger N/M represents
a bigger scatter (or diversity) of the secondary users in the frequency channels which
brings about less collision with the primary users. As an special case, for N = 20,
RD equals zero for M ≤ 4 because N is so bigger compared to M that allows the
secondary users to be able to meet the collision constraint even without sensing the
spectrum.
2. Secondary Network Throughput and Probability of Successful Transmission
As mentioned in Section C, a transmission is considered successful if there is no
primary and secondary transmitter present in RpI and R
s
I radii of an active secondary
receiver, respectively. Therefore, the probability of the successful transmission for a
single secondary user pair in channel j given there are K active secondary transmitter
present in that frequency band is:
Ps|(j,K) = Pr
(
Etsx(t
p
x, RD) ∩ Ersx(tpx, RpI) ∩ Ersx(tsx, RsI) | K
)
(2.15)
In which the first term Etsx(t
p
x, RD) indicates the event that the secondary transmitter
detects an opportunity and initiates the transmission. The last two terms Ersx(t
p
x, R
p
I)
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and Ersx(t
s
x, R
s
I) indicate a collision (due to primary transmitter and other secondary
transmitters) free transmission.
We can expand Equation (2.15) as,
Ps|(j,K) = Pr
(
Etsx(t
p
x, RD) ∩ Ersx(tpx, RpI) | K
)− Pr(Etsx(tpx, RD) ∩ Ersx(tpx, RpI) ∩ Ersx(tsx, RsI) | K)
= Pr
(
Etsx(t
p
x, RD) ∩ Ersx(tpx, RpI)
)− P (j,K)I
= exp
(
−λθj
[
pi(R2D +R
p2
I )−
∣∣∣CRD(0, 0) ∩ CRpI (Rsr, 0)∣∣∣])− P (j,K)I (2.16)
where
P
(j,K)
I = Pr
(
Etsx(t
p
x, RD) ∩ Ersx(tpx, RpI) ∩
[K−1⋃
m=1
Emrsx(t
s
x, R
s
I)
])
=
K−1∑
m=1
Pr
(
Etsx(t
p
x, RD) ∩ Ersx(tpx, RpI) | Emrsx(tsx, RsI)
) · Pr(Emrsx(tsx, RsI))
=
K−1∑
m=1
P
(m,j)
II ·
(
K − 1
m
)
γm(1− γ)K−1−m (2.17)
γ =
|CRI (.)|
|Ω| denotes the ratio between interference region area to the network cell
area 5. Also notice that 1/γ represents the spatial diversity in secondary network, i.e.
the number of secondary users that can be packed interference free in Ω. And,
P
(m,j)
II = Pr
(
Etsx(t
p
x, RD) | Ersx(tpx, RpI), Emrsx(tsx, RsI)
) · Pr(Ersx(tpx, RpI) | Emrsx(tsx, RsI))
= P
(m,j)
IV · P (m,j)III (2.18)
After some mathematical manipulation we have
5Which is typically small.
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Table IV. Probability Definition
Notation Definition
γ
|CRI (.)|
|Ω| ,
Ratio between areas of interference region & network cell
P
(m,j)
III Pr
(
Ersx(t
p
x, R
p
I) | E(m)rsx (tsx, RsI)
)
P
(m,j)
IV Pr
(
Etsx(t
p
x, RD) | Ersx(tpx, RpI), E(m)rsx (tsx, RsI)
)
Ps|(j,K) = e
(
−λθj
[
pi(R2D+R
p2
I )−
∣∣∣∣CRD (0,0)∩CRpI (Rsr,0)
∣∣∣∣
])
−
K−1∑
m=1
(
K − 1
m
)
γm(1− γ)K−1−mP (m,j)III P (m,j)IV
(2.19)
where P
(m,j)
III = Pr
(
Ersx(t
p
x, R
p
I) | E(m)rsx (tsx, RsI)
)
is the probability that there are no
primary transmitters within RpI radius of a secondary receiver, given that there are
m secondary transmitters within RsI radius of it. Note that the correlation between
the events: “existence of a secondary transmitter” and “existence of a primary trans-
mitter” is non-zero because a secondary transmitter transmits if and only if it makes
sure that there are no primary transmitters present within radius RD. Likewise
P
(m,j)
IV = Pr
(
Etsx(t
p
x, RD) | Ersx(tpx, RpI), E(m)rsx (tsx, RsI)
)
is the probability that there are
no primary transmitters within RD radius of a secondary transmitter given that there
are m secondary transmitters and no primary transmitter within radius RsI and R
p
I
of it’s receiver, respectively. We obtained P
(m,j)
III and P
(m,j)
IV approximately as (2.20)
and (2.21).
Fig. 12 illustrates the idea for evaluating P
(2,j)
III . The two secondary transmitters
are assumed to be located at coordinates [r1, 0] and [r2, pi/2]. The existence of an
active secondary transmitter implies that there should not be any primary transmitter
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P
(m,j)
III ≈

2
Rs
2
I
∫
0≤r≤RsI
re
(
−λθj
∣∣∣∣CRp
I
(0,0)−C
R
p
I
(0,0)∩CRD (r,0)
∣∣∣∣)
dr m = 1
4
piRs
4
I
∫∫∫
0≤ϕ≤pi
0≤r1≤RsI
0≤r2≤RsI
r1r2e
(
−λθj
∣∣∣∣CRp
I
(0,0)−C
R
p
I
(0,0)∩CRD (r1,0)∪CRD (r2,ϕ)
∣∣∣∣)
dϕdr1dr2 m = 2
1 m ≥ 3
(2.20)
P
(m,j)
IV ≈

2
piRs
2
I
∫∫
0≤ϕ≤pi
0≤r≤RsI
re
(
−λθj
∣∣∣∣CRD (−Rsr,0)−CRpI (0,0)∪CRD (r,ϕ)
∣∣∣∣)
dϕdr m = 1
e
(
−λθj|CRD (−Rsr+RsI/2,0)−CRD (0,0)|
)
m = 2
e
(
−λθj|CRD (−Rsr+RsI ,0)−CRD (0,0)|
)
m ≥ 3
(2.21)
present within RD radius of it. This means that, in Fig. 12, no primary transmitter
exists in the union of the two solid circles. Therefore, the probability that there are
no primary transmitters within RpI radius of the secondary receiver in the presence of
the two secondary transmitters reduces to the probability that there are no primary
transmitters in the shaded area. To obtain P
(2,j)
III , we need to average this probability
over all the possible locations of the two secondary transmitters inside the dashed-
dotted circle. For m > 3, since RD is usually greater than RI ’s we can assume that the
union of the solid circles (the area that secondary detectors encompass) almost cover
the whole dashed circle (primary users interference area), resulting in P
(m,j)
III = 1.
Similarly, Fig. 13 illustrates the idea for evaluating P
(1,j)
IV . The probability
that there are no primary transmitters present within RD radius of the secondary
transmitter, given that there is one secondary transmitter and no primary transmitter
within radii RsI and R
p
I of its receiver reduces to the probability that there are no
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Fig. 12. Graphical evaluation of P
(2,j)
III . Solid circle is of radius RD, dashed circle is of
radius RpI and dashed-dotted circle has radius R
s
I . P
(2,j)
III equals the probability
that there are no primary transmitters in the shaded area.
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primary transmitters in the shaded area of Figure 13. Again by averaging over all the
positions of the secondary transmitter inside the dashed-dotted circle we obtain the
P
(1,j)
IV . Due to computational complexity, for m = 2 and m ≥ 3, we assume that the
net effect of all the secondary transmitters is as if there are two secondary transmitter
Rsr − RsI/2 and Rsr − RsI distant apart from each other respectively. Therefore P (m,j)IV
approximates as the probability that there are no primary transmitters in CRD(−Rsr+
RsI/2, 0)− CRD(0, 0) and CRD(−Rsr +RsI , 0)− CRD(0, 0) respectively.
Using the same idea as previous section the throughput of a single secondary
user given there are totally l active secondary users can be derived as
Cs1|l =
N∑
j=1
l∑
K=1
(
l
K
)
PKj (1− Pj)(l−K)Ps|(j,K)Cj (2.22)
And Finally, the expected secondary network throughput can be found as:
Cs =
M∑
l=1
(
M
l
)
ql(1− q)(M−l)lCs1|l (2.23)
Figure 14 depicts the normalized secondary user throughput with respect to dif-
ferent values of M and N . As the number of secondary users excessively increases
the secondary network throughput drops due to the increase of interference among
secondary users. As you can see in this figure, the maximum secondary throughput
happens approximately at M ≈ N/(qγ). As mentioned earlier 1/γ represents the
spatial diversity in the secondary network. N can be viewed as the spectral diver-
sity for secondary users and 1/q represents the average number of the times that
a secondary user backs off from transmission, or in other words gives way to other
secondary users to capture the spectral opportunity. Therefore, the optimal number
of secondary users that can coexist in the network approximately equals the total
spatial diversity times spectral diversity times the back off factor.
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Fig. 13. Graphical evaluation of P
(1,j)
IV . Solid circle is of radius RD, dashed circle is of
radius RpI and dashed-dotted circle has radius R
s
I . P
(1,j)
IV equals the probability
that there are no primary transmitters in the shaded area.
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We prove the aforementioned conjecture (M∗ ≈ N/(qγ)) to be true analytically
in the following special case. To simplify the formulas, assume RI = Rr = R and all
channels have the same capacity and spectrum occupancy statistics, i.e. Cj = C and
θj = θ for ∀j ∈ N , which amounts to Pj = 1/N for ∀j ∈ N . Furthermore, assume
that RD = R
s
I + R
p
r = 2R which corresponds to error free detection of the spectral
opportunities by secondary users. Thus, we can rewrite (2.22) as
Cs1|l = CN
l∑
K=1
(
l
K
)
(
1
N
)K(1− 1
N
)(l−k)Ps|K (2.24)
In which we substituted Ps|(j,K) as Ps|K because its value is the same across all the
channels. In what Follows, we compute each item of Ps|K in (2.19) separately.
exp
(
−λθ
[
pi(R2D +R
p2
I )−
∣∣∣CRD(0, 0) ∩ CRpI (Rsr, 0)∣∣∣])
= exp
(
−λθ
[
4piR2 − |C2R(0, 0) ∩ CR(R, 0)|
])
= exp
(
−λθ
[
4piR2 − |CR(R, 0)|
])
= e−3piλθR
2
(2.25)
Now we simplify the P
(m)
III in (2.20). For m = 1 we have:
P
(1)
III =
2
Rs
2
I
∫
0≤r≤RsI
re
(
−λθ
∣∣∣∣CRp
I
(0,0)−C
R
p
I
(0,0)∩CRD (r,0)
∣∣∣∣)
dr
=
2
R2
∫
0≤r≤R
re
(
−λθ|CR(0,0)−CR(0,0)∩C2R(r,0)|
)
dr (2.26)
Notice that CR(0, 0) ∩ C2R(r, 0) equals CR(0, 0) for r ∈ [0, R]. Therefore, we have
P
(1,j)
III = 1. Similarly, for m = 2 we have:
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P
(2)
III =
4
piRs
4
I
∫∫∫
0≤ϕ≤pi
0≤r1≤RsI
0≤r2≤RsI
r1r2e
(
−λθj
∣∣∣∣CRp
I
(0,0)−CRD (r1,0)∪CRD (r2,ϕ)
∣∣∣∣)
dϕdr1dr2
=
4
piR4
∫∫∫
0≤ϕ≤pi
0≤r1≤R
0≤r2≤R
r1r2e
(
−λθ|CR(0,0)−C2R(r1,0)∪C2R(r2,ϕ)|
)
dϕdr1dr2
= 1 (2.27)
Thus, we have P
(m)
III = 1 for ∀m. Now by assuming P (m)IV = e−3piλθR
2
for simplicity, we
get:
Ps|K = e−3piλθR
2 −
K−1∑
m=1
(
K − 1
m
)
γm(1− γ)K−1−mP (m,j)IV
= e−3piλθR
2
(1− γ)K−1 (2.28)
By inserting (2.28) into (2.24), we obtain the conditional throughput of a single
secondary user pair:
Cs1|l = e
−3piλθR2CN
l∑
K=1
(
l
K
)
(
1
N
)K(1− 1
N
)(l−k)(1− γ)K−1
= e−3piλθR
2 CN
1− γ
l∑
K=1
(
l
K
)
(
1− γ
N
)K(1− 1
N
)(l−k)
= e−3piλθR
2 CN
1− γ
[
(1− γ
N
)l − (1− 1
N
)l
]
(2.29)
Finally by substituting (2.29) into (2.23), we obtain the total secondary networks
throughput under the simplified system setting:
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Cs =
M∑
l=1
(
M
l
)
ql(1− q)(M−l)lCs1|l
= e−3piλθR
2 C
1− γN
[ M∑
l=1
l
(
M
l
)(
q(1− γ
N
)
)l
(1− q)(M−l) −
M∑
l=1
l
(
M
l
)(
q(1− 1
N
)
)l
(1− q)(M−l)
]
= e−3piλθR
2 Cq
1− γNM
[
(1− γ
N
)(1− qγ
N
)M−1 − (1− 1
N
)(1− q
N
)M−1
]
(2.30)
First we show that Cs(M) is quasi-concave for M ≥ 1. Thus, there exists a
unique M that maximizes the secondary network throughput. In order to do so, we
prove that there exist a M∗ (which is also the optimal number of the secondary users)
such that ∂Cs(M)/∂M > 0 for M < M
∗ and ∂Cs(M)/∂M < 0 otherwise.
∂Cs(M)
∂M
= e−3piλθR
2 Cq
1− γN
[
(1− γ
N
)(1− qγ
N
)M−1
(
1 +M ln(1− qγ
N
)
)
− (1− 1
N
)(1− q
N
)M−1
(
1 +M ln(1− q
N
)
)]
(2.31)
Note that since γ < 1, we can neglect the effect of the second term and suppose
that
∂Cs(M)
∂M
= e−3piλθR
2 Cq
1− γN(1−
γ
N
)(1− qγ
N
)M−1
(
1 +M ln(1− qγ
N
)
)
(2.32)
Form (2.32), we can easily derive the aforementioned M∗ and the optimal number
of the secondary users as
M∗ =
−1
ln(1− qγ
N
)
≈ N
qγ
(2.33)
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CHAPTER III
RANDOMIZED SENSING SCHEME BASED ON CSMA/CA PROTOCOL
In this chapter we derive the optimal cognitive MAC protocol for wireless ad-hoc
networks under the assumption that secondary users employ CSMA/CA protocol
(Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance) to limit the interference
among each other. According to CSMCA/CA protocol, a station wishing to transmit
has to first listen to the channel for a random 1 period of time so as to check for
any activity on the channel. If the channel is detected to be “busy” the station has
to defer its transmission until the subsequent time slot. If the channel is perceived
“idle”, the station sends a “jamming” signal telling all other stations not to transmit,
and then sends its packet. By doing so it guarantees that one and only one user
accesses the shared medium at a time.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We first assume that the secondary
users can only sense and access one channel at a time and compare the results with
that of Section II-B. Then in Section III-C we extend the analysis to the case in which
secondary users can sense and access up to S ≤ N frequency channels at a time and
show that we can enhance the secondary network throughput considerably by sensing
multiple channels. Moreover, we introduce a heuristic sensing scheme that generalizes
the sensing scheme proposed in Section 2 and compare its performance against the
optimal sensing strategy. In both previous cases we assume that the secondary users
are capable of perfectly detecting the primary signal. We conclude our study by
considering the impact of the detection error on the design of the cognitive MAC
protocol in Section III-D.
1We assume it to follow Exponential Distribution.
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We follow the same system assumptions as of Sections II-A and II-B unless
otherwise mentioned. In the next section we briefly recapitulate the system model.
A. System Model
Consider a frequency spectrum consisting of N independent channels each with band-
widths Wj, j ∈ N . Each channel is licensed to a time-slotted primary user. The
spectrum occupancy statistics of channels are independent of each other and follow a
Bernoulli distribution with probability θj, j ∈ N of being active for each channel.
Channels are also available toM secondary users who are seeking opportunities to
access the spectrum. The secondary user network is also time-slotted. The spectrum
occupancy statistics of primary channels are available to all secondary users.
Assuming a fixed physical layer scheme in all channels, the rate at which users
communicate is proportional to their available bandwidth, i.e.
Cj = a ·Wj
where the proportionality constant a depends on the physical layer signaling scheme.
At the beginning of each time slot each secondary user decides on which chan-
nel(s) to sense according to the scheme introduced in (2.4). Based on the sensing
outcome, if a particular channel/group is found to be idle, the secondary user initi-
ates the transmission 2 after confirming that the channel is still idle (i.e. no other
secondary user is using the channel) by monitoring it for a random period of time.
Otherwise, it will wait until the next time slot and repeat the same procedure again.
2In order to compensate for hidden terminal problem, RTS and RTS packets can
also be implemented.
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B. Single Channel Detection
In this section we consider the scenario in which M secondary users seek to access
the spectrum opportunistically and they are capable of sensing and accessing only
a single channel. Secondary users are also equipped with error free detector. As
mentioned earlier secondary users employ the Carrier Sense Multiple Access/Collision
Avoidance protocol to access the idle perceived channels (i.e. after sensing a channel
idle, each user waits a random time and if, yet again, senses the channel idle, initiates
the transmission). If we assume exponential distribution for the waiting time, the
probability that a particular user succeeds in seizing an idle channel among l users
can be derived as 1
l
. Therefore it is clear that choosing the channel with largest
probability of being idle is no longer optimal. Intuitively, we’d like secondary users
sensing strategy to span more spectrum channels with high probability of being idle.
In order to achieve this goal assume each secondary user chooses channel j with
probability Pj to sense
3. Also note that since secondary users utilize perfect spectrum
detectors, no collision will occur between primary and secondary users. We can find
the optimal sensing strategy that maximizes the total secondary network throughput
as follows.
Using CSMA/CA protocol, secondary network will make use of an spectrum
opportunity (an idle channel) as long as that channel is sensed by at leased one
secondary user. Therefore, instead of maximizing the secondary network throughput
we can minimize the potential throughput that was not utilized by both primary and
secondary network. This event happens when a particular channel is not used by
primary users (with probability θj) and has not been sensed by any of the secondary
3Considering the same Pj for all secondary users does not affect the generality of
the scheme.
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users (with probability (1−Pj)M). Hence, the solution to the following optimization
problem characterizes the optimal sensing scheme;
min
N∑
j=1
Cjθj(1− Pj)M
s.t
N∑
j=1
Pj = 1
Pj ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ {1 · · ·N}
(3.1)
The objective function is clearly convex for 0 ≤ Pj ≤ 1 and the constraints are linear
inequalities which ensues a convex set. Therefore, we have a convex optimization
problem with the corresponding KKT conditions as follow:
p∗j(ν
∗ −MCjθj(1− Pj)M−1) = 0, ∀j
MCjθj(1− Pj)M−1 ≤ ν∗, ∀j
N∑
j=1
P ∗j = 1
P ∗j ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ {1 · · ·N}
(3.2)
where ν is a Lagrange multiplier.
For M ≥ 2 we can obtain the close form optimal solution as:
p∗j =
(
1− ( ν
MCjθj
)1/(M−1))+
j ∈ {1 · · ·N} (3.3)
for θj < 1 and p
∗
j = 0 for θj = 1. ν is chosen such that
∑
P ∗j = 1 is satisfied.
Figure 15 depicts the normalized optimal secondary network throughput with
respect to the number of the secondary and the primary users using CSMA/CA
protocol. It is shown that as the number of secondary users tends to infinity, the
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Fig. 15. Normalized secondary network throughput variation with respect to the num-
ber of the secondary users and the number primary users using CSMA/CA
protocol. The channel utilization statistic is chosen as ρ = 0.8 which corre-
sponds to highly utilized spectrum
secondary network can fully utilize the residual capacity, which coincides with (3.1).
As the number of frequency channels increases, more secondary users are needed to
exhaustively scan all the channels for potential opportunities and utilize the residual
capacity to the fullest extend.
In Figure 16 we compare the performance of the system under optimal and
heuristic sensing scheme introduced in Section II-2. For the sake of illustration we
denote the secondary network throughput using optimal sensing scheme by C(P ∗)
and the throughput using heuristic sensing scheme by C(P ). Fig. 16 demonstrates
the throughput loss percentage brought about by using the heuristic sensing scheme
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Fig. 16. Throughput percentage loss caused by using the heuristic sensing scheme in-
stead of the optimal scheme under highly utilized spectrum regime (ρ = 0.8).
instead of the optimal scheme. The plot is drawn in the highly utilized spectrum
regime (ρ = 0.8). As shown in this figure, the loss percentage is an increasing function
of N and decreasing function of M and in all cases negligible. Therefore, we can
conclude that there is almost no advantage in finding the optimal sensing scheme
when we can only sense and access a single channel and the heuristic approach works
as fine.
In Figure 17 we compare the performance of the system under optimal and
heuristic sensing scheme for different channel utilization statistics. As suggested by
this figure the performance difference is unaffected by the utilization statistics of the
frequency channels.
C. Multiple Channel Detection
In this section we consider the scenario in which each secondary user is capable of
sensing and accessing multiple (S ≤ N) channels at a time and analyze how much
leverage we can gain by doing so compared to the single channel case. Following the
definition in Section II-A, let Gj represent the jth set (group) of channels that a user
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Fig. 17. Throughput percentage loss caused by using the heuristic sensing scheme in-
stead of the optimal scheme for three channel utilization statistics ρ = 0.2
(Rarely Utilized), ρ = 0.5 (Fairly Utilized), ρ = 0.8 (Highly Utilized) and
N = 12.
can sense and let G := {G1, . . . , Gκ} be the collection of all such groups. In the most
general case κ equals
(
N
S
)
. From here on we use the words “group” and “channel
group” interchangeably. Without loss of generality we assume that all the secondary
users adopt the same assignment for the probability Pj of choosing group j to sense.
Secondary users abide by the same access protocol as described in Section III-B.
Following the argument of the previous section, our problem reduces to find-
ing the optimal group sensing strategy that minimizes the opportunities that are
overlooked by secondary users (note that by doing so we do not expose the primary
network to any loss due to the perfect secondary detectors). In this case, the proba-
bility that a particular channel (e.g. i) is not sensed by a secondary user is
∑
j:i/∈Gj Pj.
consequently we can formulate the overlooked capacity as
Cunutilized =
N∑
i=1
Ciθi
(
1−
∑
j:i∈Gj
Pj
)M
(3.4)
and the optimal sensing strategy can be obtained by solving the optimization
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problem:
min
N∑
i=1
Ciθi
(
1−
∑
j:i∈Gj
Pj
)M
s.t
κ∑
j=1
Pj = 1
Pj ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ {1, · · · , κ}
(3.5)
with the following KKT conditions
p∗j(ν
∗ −M
N∑
i=1
Ciθi
(
1−
∑
j:i∈Gj
Pj
)M−1
= 0
M
κ∑
i=1
Ciθi
(
1−
∑
j:i∈Gj
Pj
)M−1 ≤ ν∗
N∑
j=1
P ∗j = 1
P ∗j ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ {1, · · · , κ}
(3.6)
where ν is a Lagrange multiplier. Figure 18 illustrates the performance enhance-
ment due to multiple channel sensing and accessing capability. From this figure it
is apparent that secondary network can fully utilize the un-used spectrum with less
members as the capability of the secondary users to sense and access multiple chan-
nels increases. However, it is not always the case that a system comprised of M
secondary users with capability of sensing and accessing S channels achieves more
throughput than a system with MS secondary users which are capable of sensing and
accessing only a single channel at a time. For example, as shown in Figure 18, the
sum throughput of the network with 6 secondary users that are capable of sensing
and accessing two channel at a time is less than the sum throughput of the network
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Fig. 18. Normalized throughput of secondary users with multiple channel sensing and
accessing capability for channel utilization statistic ρ = 0.2 (Rarely Utilized),
and N = 20.
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with 12 secondary users capable of sensing and accessing a single channels at a time.
In the previous section we observed that the heuristic sensing scheme (2.8)
achieves almost the same throughput as the optimal scheme. Now we adopt the
idea in definition of (2.8) and extend it to a sensing scheme (3.7) which assigns a
probability Pj for sensing group j proportional to the expected residual throughput
of that group:
Pj :=
1
S
∑
i∈Gj θi · Ci∑N
i=1 θi · Ci
(3.7)
Figure 19 demonstrates the throughput loss percentage introduced by using the
heuristic sensing scheme (3.7) rather than the optimal scheme. Figure 19 (a) is drawn
for the highly utilized spectrum regime (ρ = 0.8), various group size (S) and N = 10.
As shown in the plots, the optimal sensing scheme outperforms the heuristic scheme
for small values of S. But as the secondary users become capable of sensing wider
bandwidths, the throughput loss percentage decreases. Figure 19 (b) suggests that the
throughput loss percentage grows bigger as the Primary network utilization efficiency
increases (i.e. the frequency spectrum becomes more congested).
D. Multiple Channel Detection with Error
This section extends the results in Section III-C to the scenario in which secondary
users detection outcome is prone to errors. Therefore, unlike previous sections, it is
likely that secondary users interfere with the primary users communication. Con-
sequently, the sensing and access scheme should be modified to compensate for the
possible collision caused by erroneous detection results. Now we define the secondary
users detector related parameter. Let the events H0 and H1 represent:
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Fig. 19. Performance comparison between optimal and heuristic sensing scheme when
secondary secondary detectors are capable of sensing S = 2, S = 5 and s = 7
at a time. The number of primary channels equal N = 10. (a) The channel
utilization statistic ρ = 0.8 (b) The channel utilization statistic ρ = 0.4.
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H0 : The event that a frequency band is idle
H1 : The event that a frequency band is busy.
(3.8)
We also define the Receiver Operation Characteristic (ROC) for secondary de-
tectors as
α = Pr
(
detect H0 | H1 is true
)
1− β = Pr(detect H1 | H0 is true) (3.9)
In which α represents the probability of miss-detection and 1 − β represents the
probability of false-alarm.
Due to detection errors when the channel is detected idle there is a chance that
secondary users will cause interference to primary users. Also when a channel is de-
tected busy there is a chance that we are overlooking an opportunity. Since secondary
users channel access scheme can only depend on the detectors outcome, we introduce
the following two parameters to make up for these cases. Let φ be the random variable
that indicates whether the channel is being access by a secondary user with φ = 1
denoting the secondary user accessing the channel. We assume that the secondary
users accesses the channel with probability f 0 if the channel/group is detected idle
and f 1 if it is detected busy;
f 0 := Pr(φ = 1 | detect H0)
f 1 := Pr(φ = 1 | detect H1)
(3.10)
Primary network collision constraint bounds the secondary users to limit their
probability of collision in each channel to at most ξ. In order to meet the primary
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Table V. Detector Parameters
Parameter Definition
H0 Channel is idle
H1 Channel is busy
α Probability of miss-detection
1− β Probability of false-alarm
φ Channel access indicator
f 0 Probability of accessing the channel while perceived idle
f 1 Probability of accessing the channel while perceived busy
network collision constraint easier and further simplify the formulations, we assume
f 1 = 0. By doing so, the secondary users do not transmit when the channel is detected
busy (although it’s likely that the secondary network may loose some throughput).
We’d like to find the optimal sensing (i.e P ) and access (i.e. f 0) policies which
minimize the overlooked throughput by secondary network and yet satisfy the collision
constraint. Following the same approach as previous sections we identify following
three cases where an opportunity is overlooked: (assume channel i is idle)
Case 1: none of the secondary users sense channel i and it is idle. (Lost through-
put CI)
Case 2: Some secondary users sense channel i, it is idle but they all detect it
busy, others don’t sense it. (Lost throughput CII)
Case 3: Some secondary users sense channel i, it is idle, they detect it idle, but
they do not access it (with probability 1−f 0), others don’t sense it. (Lost throughput
CIII)
We then determine the total lost throughput for each case above as:
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CI + CII =
N∑
i=1
[
Ciθi
M∑
k=0
(
M
k
)[
(
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj)(1− β)
]k
. (1−
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj)
M−k
]
=
N∑
i=1
[
Ciθi
[
(1− β)(
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj) + (1−
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj)
]M]
=
N∑
i=1
[
Ciθi
(
1− β
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj
)M]
(3.11)
CIII =
N∑
i=1
[
Ciθi
M∑
k=0
(
M
k
)[
(
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj)β(1− f 0)
]k
(1−
∑
pj)
M−k
]
=
N∑
i=1
[
Ciθi
[
β(
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj)(1− f 0) + (1−
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj)
]M]
=
N∑
i=1
[
Ciθi
[
1− (1− β(1− f 0)) ∑
j:i∈Gj
pj
]M]
(3.12)
The objective function for our minimization problem would be Z = CI+CII+CIII.
According to the previous sections, CI + CII is convex. Now we only need to analyze
the convexity of Zi =
[
1− (1−β(1− f 0))∑j:i∈Gj pj]M . Consider the Hessian matrix
of Z;
∇Zi =
[
−MZM−1i β(
∑
j:i∈Gj pj) −MZM−1i (1− β(1− f 0))[1 · · · 1]
]
(3.13)
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∇2Zi =

a b · · · b
b c · · · c
...
...
. . .
...
b c · · · c

(3.14)
where
a = M(M − 1)β2(
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj)
2ZM−2i (3.15a)
b = MβZM−2i
(
(M − 1)(
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj)(1− β(1− f 0))− Zi
)
(3.15b)
c = M(M − 1)(1− β(1− f 0))2ZM−2i (3.15c)
CIII is convex if and only if the Hessian matrix ∇2Zi is positive semi-definite.
Lets consider the Schur complement of the block a of the matrix ∇2Zi (provided that
a > 0):
SC(∇2Zi; a) =

c · · · c
...
. . .
...
c · · · c
− 1a

b
...
b

[
b · · · b
]
=
(
c− b
2
a
)

1 · · · 1
...
. . .
...
1 · · · 1
 (3.16)
According to the properties of the Schur complement, ∇2Zi is positive semi-
definite if and only if a > 0 and SC(∇2Zi; a) is positive semi-definite. Now we check
each of this conditions separately.
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Condition 1: a > 0 ⇒
(1− β(1− f 0))
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj < 1 ⇒
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj ≤ 1 < 1
1− β(1− f 0) ∀i ∈ N (3.17)
which always holds given M ≥ 2, β > 0 and f 0 > 0.
Condition 2:
(
c− b2
a
) ≥ 0 ⇒
[
1− (1− β(1− f 0)) ∑
j:i∈Gj
pj
]M
≤ 2(M − 1)(1− β(1− f 0))
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj, ∀i ∈ N
This condition is not convex over (P, f 0) in general. Therefore, in order to
guarantee the convexity of (3.12), we will satisfy a stricter yet convex inequality:
[
1− (1− β) ∑
j:i∈Gj
pj
]M
≤ 2(M − 1)(1− β)
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj, ∀i ∈ N (3.18)
Note that for large enough M condition (3.18) almost always holds:
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[
1− (1− β) ∑
j:i∈Gj
pj
]M ≤ [1− (1− β) ∑
j:i∈Gj
pj
]
≤ 2(M − 1)(1− β)
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj, ∀i ∈ N
⇒
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj ≥ 1
(2M − 1)(1− β) ∀i ∈ N (3.19)
In other words, for large enough M , the objective function is convex almost
everywhere on its domain.
As mentioned before, due to detection errors, if we do not limit our access policy
we would cause too much interference to the primary users. Next we introduce the
constraint associated with the primary network collision constraint. Let ξ be the
probability of collision that is tolerable by primary users in each channel. A collision
occurs when channel i is busy but it is sensed idle and accessed by at least one
secondary user. Therefore, the probability of collision in channel i can be expressed
as:
P ic = θi
M∑
k=1
(
M
k
)[
(
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj)αf
0
]k
(1−
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj)
M−k
= θi
[
αf 0
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj + (1−
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj)
]M − (1− ∑
j:i∈Gj
pj)
M ≤ ξ (3.20)
for i ∈ N . We can further restrict this constraint as:
θi(1− (1− αf 0)
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj)
M ≤ ξ ∀i ∈ N (3.21)
The condition (3.21) is not convex over (P, f 0) in general. Instead, we require
the secondary users to satisfy the following convex constraint:
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θi(1−
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj + αf
0)M ≤ ξ ∀i ∈ N (3.22)
Note that (3.22) is a more restricted version of the (3.21). Thus, by satisfying
(3.22) we would meet the primary network collision constraint. This constraint itself
is convex and for small α the (3.20) is convex almost everywhere. We summarize the
problem of finding the optimal sensing (i.e P ) and access (i.e. f 0) policies as the
following convex minimization problem:
min
N∑
i=1
Ciθi
[(
1− β
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj
)M
+
(
1− (1− β(1− f 0))
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj
)M]
s.t
κ∑
j=1
Pj = 1
[
1− (1− β) ∑
j:i∈Gj
pj
]M ≤ 2(M − 1)(1− β) ∑
j:i∈Gj
pj i ∈ N
θi(1−
∑
j:i∈Gj
pj + αf
0)M ≤ ξ i ∈ N
Pj ≥ 0 j ∈ {1, · · · , κ}
0 < f 0 ≤ 1
(3.23)
Figure 20 demonstrates the performance of the system under detection error
possibility for (a) fixed S = 5 and various number of the frequency channels and
for (b) fixed N = 12 and various channel sensing capability. In accordance with the
previous section, as the ratio N/S increases, more secondary users are needed to fully
scan and utilize the left over frequency opportunities. Also we can observe that for
large enough M , the performance of the system becomes independent of S.
In Figure 21 we compare the performance of the system for two case of error
free and erroneous sensing outcomes. As shown in the figure when sensing outcome
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Fig. 20. Normalized throughput of secondary users with multiple channel erroneous
sensing and accessing capability for channel utilization statistic ρ = 0.2
(Rarely Utilized), α = 0.2 and β = 0.8. (a) Fixed S = 5 (b) Fixed N = 12.
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Fig. 21. Normalized throughput of secondary users with multiple channel sensing and
accessing capability for channel utilization statistic ρ = 0.2 (Rarely Utilized),
and erroneous detection outcome. (a) Fixed S = 3 (b) Fixed N = 7.
is prone to errors, secondary users have to sacrifice a portion of their throughput
to guarantee the collision requirements of the primary network. As the probability
of miss-detection (i.e. α) increases and/or the probability of [correct] detection (i.e.
β) decreases the decisions taken by secondary users become more unreliable which
results in the decline of the secondary network throughput.
1CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSION
In this thesis we examined the problem of dynamic spectrum access in the presence
of licensed users when the unlicensed wireless devices have intelligent radios that can
adjust their transmissions in response to their environment. By detecting the under-
utilized bands and making use of transmission opportunities, cognitive radios show a
bright future in complementing the current communications system and utilizing the
frequency resources more efficiently.
In this thesis we focused on the design and performance analysis of randomized
sensing and access policies. Considering the autonomous nature of the secondary
users, we desire such schemes to be distributed and decentralized. In addition, we
would like to avoid the use of control channels to coordinate the secondary users ac-
tions due to their implementation issues. Hence, randomized schemes are appropriate
candidates to fulfill our goals.
Due to technological limitations, we made the practical assumption that the
sensing capability of secondary users is limited to a subset of the available frequency
bands. We addressed the problem of: How to decide on which channels or channel
groups to sense out of all possible choices, to maximize the expected throughput for
the ensemble of the secondary users. We demonstrated that the performance of the
system improves considerably when the secondary users are equipped with wide-range
detectors.
We also addressed two main factors that affect the performance of the secondary
sensors and ultimately of the secondary network. First, we considered the effect of
The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
2erroneous detection outcomes on the design of the sensing and access schemes in order
to meet the interference specification. Second, we studied the effect of the distributed
nature of the wireless ad-hoc networks on the detection outcomes. We showed that
even if we manage to build perfect sensor, the detection outcomes will not be error
free due to the distribution of the wireless transceivers. Thus, it does not suffice to
consider the sensor ROC as the sole design factor. Finally, with detection uncertainty,
we showed that secondary users can guarantee the imposed collision constraint at the
cost of their aggregate throughput.
In order to resolve the contention among the secondary users we consider two
MAC protocols; ALOHA vs. CSMA/CA. We showed that more users are always
preferred in CSMA/CA-based protocols from the perspective of the total network
throughput. However, an excessive number of users will deteriorate the performance
of the ALOHA-based protocols. For some special cases based on ALOHA protocols,
we determined the optimal number of the users that can maximize the secondary
network throughput while remaining transparent to the primary network.
Although in this thesis we addressed the certain design issues for randomized
cognitive MAC protocols, there are still many implementation challenges that need
to be addressed before we could realize practical cognitive networks. For instance, we
assumed that secondary transmitters and receivers are synchronized, i.e., the receiver
is fully aware of the channel(s) that the transmitter is trying to access at any given
time, which itself is a hard problem to solve. Other areas for future work are to study
the performance of randomized schemes in large-scale networks and to design reliable
wide-band detectors.
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